Introduction to Blockchain and Cryptoassets:
How can students stay ahead of the market? A fire-side chat

Ever had questions like what is the mechanism behind Bitcoin and Ethereum? What is going on with the boom in NFT markets recently? What does blockchain technology have to do with our lives and different industries?

In this event the knowledge gap will be bridged. We will unveil the concepts of the technology and provide insights to this rapidly evolving market.

Desmond started following the blockchain technology back in 2014, he has then worked in several crypto exchanges such as Crypto.com and Binance, and co-founded Crypto Wesearch in 2020.

Crypto Wesearch aims at promoting and providing useful information and news in the blockchain and crypto-assets markets and is one of the most popular educational crypto influencers in sinophone regions.

4/11/2021
Meng Wah Complex T2, HKU
Thursday, 5:45 - 7:00pm

REGISTRATION: https://forms.gle/minAKt1YFesRSEseA
No prior knowledge required seats are allocated in a first come first served basis